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Abstract
Spider silk (SS) is naturally tough; however, it turns soft when wet by water. Spiders produce high-quality silk 

threads by adjusting the molecular assemblage of SS-proteins and the arrangements structure of threads and 
recombinant spider dragline silk (RSDS). The general wet spinning techniques for producing recombinant spidroins 
results in uncorrected explanation to the natural spinning technique. In this study, we use tailored-SS with relative low 
molecular weight of 47 kD to produce a water-soluble RSDS protein. We built a microfluidic ship and used it to spun 
SS using aqueous solutions-micro-technique (wet spinning). This was done in order to mimic the spider-spinning 
processes using a steady post-spin drawing process. We succeeded to produce assemblies of spidroins with fibril 
structure. Then, compact constituting of micro-threads followed these wet spinning processes. Wet spinning was 
followed by improving the orientation, crystalline structure, and fibril melting of the hierarchical structure. The initial 
mechanical characterization (tensile strength) of the RSDSs attained about 510 MPa with respective extension 44%.
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Introduction
Spider Silks (SSs) can be comparable to steel at a trivial quantity of 

weight, and even they can be more flexible than rubber and tougher. 
SSs are nontoxic and have some medical applications such as them to 
be likely behaved to stimulate human immune cells [1]. Certain types of 
SSs prevents bacteria and fungi, allowing them to be ideal biomaterials 
for microsurgery and, even medical device applications [2,3]. Gatesy 
et al. [4] are of the first to point out about the importance of SSs. 
However, researchers found huge slow down to exploit these natural 
wonderful biomaterials, perhaps due to the inhabitations concerned 
in deep well-studying and recognizing spider silk genes. However, 
scientists, nowadays, restart to carry out an important progress in this 
direction with the most important-ever study of spider silk genes [1,4-
7]. SSs is an interesting bioorganic compound and it has very low mass 
with stiffness compared to the stress of steel. However, unfortunately, 
industrial production of these SSs is now a challenge as spiders produce 
very limited quantities of their SSs. As a direct consequence, producing 
industrial rate should implicate the direct usage of human-made silk 
compounds with human spinning technologies. Researchers starts to 
mimic spiders and turn to biomimetic-spinning technologies [2,8-12]. 
Up to date, they did not reach to their aim. This is because obtaining 
water-soluble spider silk proteins is very difficult. Therefore, one must 
think about stronger solvents that can solve this problem. In nature, 
before giving silk RSDSs, spider keep this protein (silk) in an aqueous 
solution in their silk glands; this protein is termed spidroin [2]. Several 
researchers [2,8-12] have found remarkable pH variation in these glands. 
They [2,8-12] marked that these controlled variations stimulate certain 
portions of the SSs-protein, which initiates the production of RSDS in 
certain well localized (and recognized) point. Mimicking this known 
knowledge, one can produce industrial quantities of SSs. Interestingly; 
these authors [8-12] obtained a water-soluble protein, which exactly 
mimic nature. This is important because one can now keep the spider 
protein soluble at very high amounts, which enables spider dragline 
silk RSDS formation. RSDS keep the same characteristics as the natural 
SSs, i.e. it has remarkable mechanical characteristics with high stiffness, 
high degree of strain and extraordinary flexibility. In this regard, RSDS 

contains several spidroins, which resemble organic polymer having a 
special hierarchical structure; one can compare the flexibility of RSDS 
to rubber and its stress compared to steel [13,14]. Cameron et al. [15] 
have reported that RSDS contains a huge number of tinny crystallites 
(of alanine-rich) surrounded by amorphous (glycine-rich) domains 
having flexible rubber-like chains. In addition, several authors [16,17] 
reported that H2-bonds connect the tinny crystallites to the amorphous 
domains that form RSDS. After this analysis, one can see that the 
extraordinary mechanical properties of RSDS is due to intra-molecular 
unfolding behavior of H2-bonds (flexibility) and the high stiffness is 
due to the presence of nano crystallites. 

Moreover, several authors have shown that spinning processes 
drastically affect the formation of RSDS [18-20]. If one takes the same 
hierarchical structure with same similar sequences of amino acid, 
one will obtain RSDS-protein. Therefore, in order to get hand-made 
SSs (HSSs), one must substitute several recombinant spidroins as 
feedstocks. Tokareva et al. [21] have found that HSSs with large protein 
molecules contain alanine-rich and glycine/proline-rich motifs. These 
HSSs have low molecular weight and have relatively weak mechanical 
properties. In addition, the HSSs with higher molecular weight cannot 
solute in aqueous solutions at high concentrations which gets one back 
to the spinning mechanisms. In fact, silkworm and spider both use 
microfluidic technique and we will use this technique to spin HSSs.

In particular, the longitudinal flow through long microfluidic 
channel (MFC) is substantial factor to assemble the recombinant spider 
proteins [22,23]. The anatomy of silk gland in the major ampullate and 
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in silkworm gland are the same [24]. This anatomy shows that they 
are both have funnel-structure where radius goes finer with elongation. 
Glands in both insects function with the same mechanism: They form 
crystalline liquid by varying the ionic gradients that controls the 
production of protein [25]. We started by designing a funnel-shape 
microfluidic channel following the same technique as we described in 
reference [26]. Figure 1a shows the details of this MFC.

We started by designing a funnel-shape microfluidic channel 
following a modified technique as we described in reference [26]. 
Figure 1a shows the details of this MFC; it is 2.065 mm initial diameter, 
0.265 mm final diameter and 21.5 mm length. We expressed engineered 
Escherichia coli to stand for feedstock for spinning dope, where the 
recombinant major ampullate spidroin of the spider Nephila clavipes 
has a relatively weak molecular weight of 47 kDa. This poor molecular 
weight enables the facile use of spidroins in water. We used coagulation 
ethanol-bath to cover the microfluidic channel that leads to wet-
spinning processes. Figure 1b illustrates the wet spinning technique. 
In Figure 1c, we modified the setup in such a way that the obtained file 
passes and dried in air certain period before rolling it. The drying rate is 
an important factor. One should note that the continuous withdrawal 
process of the RSDS and get it out from the alcohol bath drying in 
air improves its mechanical quality. As the drying time increases, the 
obtained RSDS tends to have more homogeneous and more compact 
properties Figure 2.

Methods
Preparation of recombinant dragline silk proteins and 
spinning dope

The output recombinant protein is water-soluble and to keep it 
stable and soluble at high concentration, the aqueous silk protein 
(spidroin) aqueous (AS) was dialyzed in 150 mM NaCl AS. Then, the 
dilute AS was concentrated through robust air stream flow as it was 
explained by Peng et al. [27]. Sodium chloride crystals precipitated 
from the AS with minute concentrations in such a way that the total 
concentration of the protein and sodium chloride remains about of 42 
wt. %. The rest of sodium chloride saturated in the dope as nearly all 

H2O content was water evaporated. We used an oven at 105 °C, for two 
hours, to dry drop of the dope on a glass bar; following by weighting 
the bar before and after drying. This means that the weight percent of 
the resting solid with respect to the weight of the drop before drying 
is the mass of sodium chloride and protein. We carried out cycles of 
measurements of at least (4) measurements taken subsequently. 

Dissolving about 35.7 g (mn) in 100mL H2O, one can obtained the 
solubility (SNaCl) of NaCl as follows: SNaCl = [the protein weight (mp) 
+ NaCl weieght (mn)]/[( the protein weight + NaCl weieght + 100)] 
should equal 42 percent. Therefore, the concentrations of protein and 
sodium chloride in the spinning dope are 20.7 wt. percent and 21.3 
percent, respectively. In the as-prepared RSDSs, we calculated the wt. 
percent of sodium chloride as to be 50%.

Spinning apparatus and RSDS formation

We designed an artisanal microfluidic channel to be part of a 
spinning apparatus attached with a set up to produce mechanical forces 
that creates shearing gradients. We mimic the function of silk gland 
[28,29] in such a way that the diameter of microfluidic channel vary 
from initial input point Din = 2.065 mm down to Dout = 0.265 mm, with 
a total length 21.5 mm. Figure 1a illustrates these details. In Table 1, 
we compare the dimension details of our microfluidic channel with 
the duct of Nephila edulis and B. mori [7,24]. We start the spinning 
processes by injecting the dope into the microfluidic channel, then, 
pushed it into the alcoholic bath. The rate of obtaining the as-prepared 
RSDSs was about three cm per second and the rate of obtaining the 
dried RSDSs was the same value, in both cases ethyl alcohol keep the 
coagulation effects. 

Results and Discussions
Figure 2a shows the wet as-prepared RSDS. Figure 2b illustrates the 

RSDS where we have subjected it when it was inside the microfluidic 
channel to mechanical stresses, before embedding the RSDS into 
alcohol bath. The obtained results are not far from those obtained by 
Jin et al. [30]. One notices that the RSDS contains some aggregated 
spidroin bundles through the long-axis of the RSDS. Jin et al. [30] and 
Xia et al. [31] have reported that both recombinant dragline and natural 

Figure 1: Symbolic illustrations of the present microfluidic technique in order to produce silk fiber of accepted quality: (a) Dimensions of the proposed microchannel 
(MC) used as spinning-duct. One can control contracting spinning ducts in order to be more compact and more homogenous using lateral and longitude stresses. We 
use the dimensions of the silkworm silk gland as shown in Table 1. (B) Wet-spinning micro fluidic technique to produce as-prepared fibers F0 and F3. (C) Wet-spinning 
micro fluidic technique to produce the treated fibers F1, F2, F4 and F5. The diameter of the MC lowers in an exponential function to from a funnel.
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through stretching thrice with rate about 1 mm per seconds (in 70 vol. 
percentage ethyl alcohol AS) (F4). (4) The fourth treatment is nearly the 
same as the third one but here we dried the RSDS.

Structure of recombinant-spider dragline silks

As one sees in Figure 3, the wide-angle X-rays diffraction patterns 
and corresponding one-dimensional diffracto-grams of recombinant 
spider dragline silk RSDSs confirm the above-mentioned data. 
Comparing data in Figure 3a-3g, 2D wide-angle X-rays diffraction 
patterns of the as prepared files demonstrates a net diffusion halo 
corresponding to no peak in the 1D-pattern. One can explain this 
behavior on the fact that the as-prepared file contains large numbers 
of disordered tinny crystallites that results in high ability to dissolve 
in H2O. Figure 3b shows that the diffusion halo in Figure 3a turns into 
two dependent diffusion rings, and the corresponding one dimension 
diffracto-gram illustrated in Figure 3g shows two obvious diffraction 
peaks at the location of the (120-reflection plane with d = 4.36 
Angstroms) and the (211-reflection plane with d = 3.73 Angstroms). 
These data are in harmony with those obtained for spider dragline silk 
by Sampath et al. [32]. One can attribute the improvement of RSDSs 
properties to the homogeneity of crystal structure occurred by drying 
treatment and longitudinal mechanical stresses. Moreover, the present 
experimental data demonstrate that more wetting of RSDS stimulate 
the production of more homogenous tinny crystals with fine structure. 
This fact can be seen from the results illustrated in Figure 3c and 3g 
where net peaks at (120) and (211), planes are shown. Water molecules 
enhance the motion of polymeric-chains through diffusion into the 
amorphous regions and stimulating the intermolecular interactions 
when sodium chloride is dissolved. Figure 3e shows that there is net 
diffraction arcs at the plane located at 200 and another at 120. This 
shows that crystalline domain was directed longitudinal through 
the RSDS at the period of withdrawal (drying process) in air. This 
crystalline formation is confirmed from data on Figure 3d and 3f where 
crystalline domains were directed longitudinally through the RSDS 
after the mechanical stretching treatment. In addition, one can notice 
the presence of semi-crystalline structure with nano crystallites inlayed 
through the amorphous regions [32].

spider dragline silk have the fibrillary structure. Close examination on 
data of Figure 2a reveal the presence of granules on the RSDS surface, 
in addition to some important cracks. These irregular structures are in 
harmony with the presence of some net-pores and disordered voids 
in the cross section Figure 2b. On the contradictory, Figure 2c and 2d 
illustrate homogenous RSDS. The withdrawal process in air applies 
certain stresses that lead to certain homogenization in the structures. 

We then imbedded the dried samples in H2O for about 60s to 
more solving sodium chloride. As seen from Figure 2e, the RSDS of 
dried samples shows more compact fibril structure. This RSDS showed 
structure stability in H2O and air. We carried out another treatment 
on the dried samples: stretching thrice at a rate 0.9 mm (sec)−1 in 
ethyl alcohol (70 vol. %). This stretching treatment resulted in more 
homogenization with more orientation.

Spider dragline silk morphology with different treatments

Figure 2e shows no net variations in morphology of dried samples. 
We immersed these samples in 70 vol. percentage ethyl alcohol aqueous 
solution for about five seconds to remove a part of sodium chloride 
the water-soluble as-prepared RSDSs become water insoluble RSDSs. 
Figure 2g illustrates fibril structure however; there are net cracks all 
over the surface RSDS. When we carried out mores stretching, we get 
more homogenous RSDS as one can note in Figure 2h.

In order to get the best quality of RSDS, we tried several possibilities 
and treated the as prepared RSDS (F0) by five steps as following: (1) we 
embedded the as prepared RSDS in ethyl alcohol AS (70 vol. %) for five 
seconds. This process removes small quantity of sodium chloride and 
yield the first step of our RSDS-treatment process RSDS noted as (F1). 
This RSDS is very hard to dissolve in water and it is steady in both water 
and air, whereas, on the contrary F0 was soluble in water (F2). (2) We 
embedded F1 in water for a period of 60 seconds in order to get rid of 
more sodium chloride (F3) (Figure 2e). 

(3) One carried out the third treatment by a gentle but strong 
stretch of the as prepared RSDS through stretching thrice with rate 
about 1 mm per seconds (in 70 vol. percentage ethyl alcohol AS) (F4). 
(4) The fourth treatment is nearly the same as the third one but here 
we dried the RSDS continuously in air. (5) Finally, the last treatment, 
which leads to the best results, occurred when we withdraw the RSDS 
F4 in air for longer period leading to F5. Thus, we have two types of 
treatment; one in ethyl alcohol and the second is in air. Another type of 
treatment is gentle stretching of the RSDS. Table 2 summarizes the five 
different treatment steps.

In order to get the best quality of RSDS, we tried several possibilities 
and treated the as prepared RSDS (F0) by five steps as following: (1) we 
embedded the as prepared RSDS in ethyl alcohol AS (70 vol. %) for 
five seconds. This process removes small quantity of sodium chloride 
and yield the first step of our RSDS-treatment process RSDS noted as 
(F1). This RSDS is very hard to dissolve in water and it is steady in both 
water and air, whereas, on the contrary F0 was soluble in water (F2). 
(2) We embedded F1 in water for a period of 60 seconds in order to get 
rid of more sodium chloride (F3) (Figure 2e). (3) One carried out the 
third treatment by a gentle but strong stretch of the as prepared RSDS 

Spinning duct Initial Width (mm) Final Width (mm) Length (mm)
Nephila edulis MA-spider 0.260 0.020 18

B. mori (silkworm) 0.413 0.053 21.5
Bio-microfluidic channel 2.065 0.265 21.5

Table 1: Parameters of spinning ducts.

Figure 2: Scanning Electron Microscope images of recombinant spider silks: 
(A) Surface of as prepared wet RSDS F0, (B) cross-sectional image of F0, (C) 
Surface of RSDS after stretching in alcohol F1, (D) cross-sectional image of F1, 
(e) Surface of stretched RSDSs in methyl alcohol F2, (F) Dried samples- F3, 
(G) Stretched RSDSs in alcohol F4 (H) Stretched RSDSs in alcohol and dried 
in air F5.
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Mechanical properties of recombinant-spider dragline silks

We illustrate Young’s curves for both as-prepared and dried RSDSs 
in Figure 4a and 4b. These figures show the stresses forces as a function 
of the corresponding strains and these mechanical properties can be 
compared to recombinant spider silk found in literature. In Table 3, 
we report mechanical values of natural spider dragline silk compared 
to the data of the present work. Our average values of critical strengths 
and strains (breaking points) for the RSDSs F4 and F5 reported as the 
following: 62.3 MPa ± 17.2 MPa and 3.5% ± 1.2%, respectively.

We found optimum values: Critical cutoff strength is up to 510 
MPa with corresponding strain was up to 44% (Figure 4b).

Concerning F5, the mechanical properties (Table 3) demonstrate, 
regrettably, important variability. One can attribute this variability to 
the inhomogeneous distribution of sodium chloride through RSDS. In 
addition, the variations of spidroin molecular structure can affect these 
mechanical properties. 

Heidebrecht et al. [22] have found that starting with protein with 
molecular weight 120kD produced excellent flexible RSDSs having 
cutoff strength of 383 MPa with corresponding strain of 600% [22]. 
When one compare the mechanical data F5 of molecular weight 47kD 
with the results obtained by Heidebrecht et al. [22], one can find 

relatively good output because the present technique uses economic 
and nontoxic ASs. 

Although much smaller spidroins were used compared to 
the building blocks in this study, WS-PSD-3x shows comparable 
mechanical properties to the reported recombinant spider dragline silk. 
However, our spinning dope is an aqueous solution and the spinning 
process is thus economic and non-toxic.

Conclusions
We demonstrated that the wet spinning with microfluidic 

techniques could produce relatively good quality of recombinant 
spider dragline silk protein (47 kDa). When fiber is dried in air, F1, it 
forms compact sort of protein. Additional stretching forces let more 
homogenization in the bulk of the fiber. This allows the fiber to get 
510 MPa stresses and 44% strains. The proposed technique is economic 
and nontoxic at all. We predict that if one adds amino-terminal or/
and carboxy-terminal, this would lead to better spinning recombinant 
proteins with poor salt concentration and higher molecular weight.
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RSDS No Description Experimental
F0 As prepared RSDS. F1 is soluble in water and unstable in air. Figure 2A: surface of F0 and 2B: cross-section of F0. Figure 2A: surface of F0 and 

2B: cross-section of F0.
F1 We embedded the as prepared RSDS in ethyl alcohol AS (70 vol.%) and stretched for five seconds. This process 

removes small quantity of sodium chloride F1 is very hard to dissolve in water and it is stable in both water and air. 
Figure 2C: surface of F1 and 
2D: cross-section of F1.

F2 We get F2 by the same technique as F0 but here we dried the RSDS in air for 60 seconds. F2 is very hard to dissolve in 
water and it is stable in both water and air. It is more homogenous than F1. 

Figure 2E: surface of F2

F3 One gets F3 by the same technique as F1 but here we dried the RSDS in air for 60 seconds. F2 is very hard to dissolve in 
water and it is stable in both water and air. It is more homogenous than F1. 

Figure 2F: surface of F3

F4 One gets F4 by carrying out the same treatment by a gentle but strong stretch of the as prepared RSDS through 
stretching thrice with rate about 1 mm per seconds (in 70 vol. percent) in ethyl alcohol 

Figure 2G: surface of F4

F5 One gets F5 carrying out the same treatment by a gentle but strong stretch of the as prepared RSDS through stretching 
thrice with rate about 1 mm per seconds (in 70 vol. percent) in air

Figure 2H: surface of F5

Table 2: Five different treatment steps to produce spider silk.

Figure 3: D-spacing pattern and structures of RSDS fibers. (A) F0, (B) F1, (C) F2, (D) F3, (E) F4, (F) F5, and (G) corresponding one dimension diffraction pattern.
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 Protein origin Molecular weight (kDa) Solvent/coagulation bath Breaking Strain (%) Breaking Stress (MPa) Modulus (GPa) Toughness (MJm-3)
F4 47 Water/ethanol 3.5 ± 1.2 62.3 ± 17.2 4.0 ± 2.8 1.6 ± 0.95
F5 47 Water/ethanol 18.3 ± 12.8 286.2 ± 137.7 8.4 ± 4.3 37.7 ± 28.8

Natural Silk 2250 water 24 ± 8 1183 ± 334 8 ± 2 167 ± 65

Table 3: Prepared silk characteristics compare to natural spider silk RSDSs.
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Figure 4: Mechanical characteristics of obtained spider silk fibers (RSDS). Young’s curves (strain-stress curves) of fiber F4 are illustrated in (A) and those of fiber F5 
are illustrated in (B). Different curves in each image depict another cycle of measurements, the variability of the successive data is attributed to variation of sodium 
chloride concentrations and it is explained in text.
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